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A dedicated results-driven pro-
fessional with a strong back-
ground in quality assurance, 
retail and customer service. 
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About

A dedicated results-driven professional with a strong background in quality control 
and assurance, and retail, x am committed to ensuring the highest standards of 
eMcellence in every aspect of my work. Wy key strengths include a keen eye for 
detail, passion for continuous improvement, and a proven ability to implement 
quality management systems eBectively. x thrive on challenges of maintaining and 
enhancing product quality. Rith eMtensive eMperience and a track record of deliv-
ering eMceptional results, x am eager to contribute my skills and eMpertise to further 
the success of the organisation and help maintain its reputation for eMcellence in 
quality.
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Experience

Quality Control / Quality Assurance OScer
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1onducted thorough quality assessments to identify areas for improve-
ment and achieve a substantial reduction in product defects. 

5 Yeveloped, implemented, and rigorously maintained quality control 
procedures in collaboration with cross-functional teams, resulting in a 
consistent adherence to 
quality standards. 
5 Insured strict compliance to industry standards and the company|s 
speciDc quality requirements, guaranteeing product eMcellence. 
5 Waintained product quality consistency, leading to enhanced customer 
satisfaction and a strengthened reputation. 
5 2rovided comprehensive training to production staB, enabling them to 
follow best 
practices and maintain high-quality standards. 
5 Yrove the company|s reputation to new heights, ultimately increasing 
market share 
through unwavering commitment to quality and compliance.
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5 1onducted sales activities luMury perfumes and premium beauty prod-
ucts, including prospecting, cold calling, and lead follow-up, resulting in 
an eMpanded customer base. 
5 2roDciency with 1SW tools to help in managing and tracking customer 
interactions, leads and sales progress. 
5 1ultivated and maintained long-lasting customer relationships, leading 
to a high customer retention rate. 
5 Yelivered compelling product or service presentations, eBectively clos-
ing deals and 
eMceeding sales targets. 
5 1ollaborated with the sales team to develop and eMecute sales strate-
gies, contributing to revenue growth. 
5 Ktayed updated on industry trends and products knowledge, ensuring 
a well-informed sales approach.
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